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GALERIE ESTADES
An esteemed Art Dealer for the last 30 years, Michel Estades specialises in the work of Bernard Buffet and in modern & contemporary Figurative Art, and is
an expert on the Provencal School. Michel Estades has founded 4 galleries: in Toulon in 1990, Lyon in 1998, Paris in 2009 and Baden-Baden in 2019.
The Galerie Estades has 15 staff, all driven by the same passion for Art.

A BENCHMARK IN THE ART WORLD

PROVEN EXPERTISE AND A DYNAMIC,
YEAR-ROUND SCHEDULE

The Galerie Estades permanently exhibits the world's
greatest masters such as Buffet, Cocteau, Dufy, Fassianos
and Mathieu, as well as the most acclaimed artists from
the Provencal School and Lyon School.
A top talent-spotter, Michel Estades also exhibits
emerging painters and sculptors.
Several Galerie Estades historic artists, such as Jehan,
Jouenne, Chanco, Fusaro and Malle, are ranked among
France's Top 100 best-sellers and boast international
renown.

Michel Estades selects major works by each of his chosen artists,
hand-picked with a collector's eye. He is one of the rare Art
Dealers to purchase the selected works on his own behalf.
The 20 or so shows he schedules every year offer valuable advice
to both simple art lovers and seasoned collectors wishing to buy
a work for their own pleasure and diversify their investments.

Every year, the Galerie Estades takes part in a variety of
Art Fairs in France (Antibes, Bordeaux).
A partner to public and private museums, and expert
advisor to French and international auction houses and
financial institutions, the Galerie Estades also exhibits at
prestigious venues including palaces, hotels and Michelinstarred restaurants.

“A passion: the word isn't too strong to express what drives me.
Above all, I am an art lover and collector. I buy and exhibit at my
galleries what I would have loved to keep in my private collection.
My greatest reward is sharing my favourites and expertise with
our buyers. I have three values: trust, ethics and friendliness!”

Michel Estades
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FOUR ART GALLERIES
Present in three French regions and in Germany, he Galerie Estades is renowned for its warm welcome and professionalism. Each of the 4 galleries has
its own personality, but all share the Galerie Estades signature style.

PARIS (FRANCE),
an elegant address

LYON (FRANCE),
a stunning site

TOULON (FRANCE),
a fascinating history

BADEN-BADEN (GERMANY),
a charming destination

17, Place des Vosges

61, Quai Saint-Vincent

18, Rue Henri Seillon

Sophienstraße 11

The Galerie Estades opened its doors in 2009
on Paris's mythical Place des Vosges, now a
listed monument. This former royal square is
one of the French capital's most beautiful
venues.
Set between the King's and Queen's pavilions,
a stone's throw from the houses of the
Marquess of Sévigné and Victor Hugo, the
intimate Galerie Estades Paris offers a
contemporary design and is niched under the
arcades of this elegant square in the Marais
quarter, where it welcomes a French and
international clientele.

The Galerie Estades found a perfect location
in 1998 in the shape of the picturesque
peninsula of Lyon, the capital of Roman Gaul.
The masters of the Lyon school, such as Jean
Fusaro - recently awarded the French Knighthood for Arts & Literature -, are exhibited
regularly in this vast space featuring
magnificent, history-packed stone arches.
A complete makeover marrying ancient and
modern gave new life to the gallery in 2013,
lending the Galerie Estades Lyon its
exceptional character and style.

The adventure began in 1990 on this pretty,
authentic little square tucked away behind the
Town Hall. Michel Estades' passion for Art is
deeply rooted in the Mediterranean's legendary
colours, inimitable quality of light and hospitality.

Michel Estades expanded beyond France for the
first time in 2019 with the opening of his 4th gallery
in Baden-Baden, Germany.

The Galerie Estades Toulon was fully-refurbished
in contemporary style in 2011 and has become a
genuine showcase for this maritime city, one of
the fiefs of the mythical Provencal School.

Set in the Black Forest mountain range, 60
kilometres from Strasbourg, this charming spa
town with its thermal baths, casino, museums and
opera house has been seducing an international
clientele for over a century. Baden-Baden is a
perfect destination for a holiday combining art,
nature and relaxation.
The Galerie Estades Baden-Baden is located on
Sophienstraße, one of the town's main
thoroughfares.
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REPRESENTING 90 MODERN, FIGURATIVE & CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS
Renowned throughout France for the quality and variety of its artistic choices, the Galerie Estades features the world's greatest masters, together with
modern and contemporary masters and masters from the Provencal and Lyon schools.
It is also a benchmark in the world of figurative sculpture - mainly bronzes - portraying both humans and animals.
Fusaro

Malle

Sardi

Cottavoz

Great Masters
Buffet, Cavailles, Cocteau, Dufy, Fassianos,
Hartung, Luce, Manguin, Marquet, Mathieu,
Picasso, Utrillo...
Modern Masters
Brayer, Calvet, Carzou, Chanco, de Felice,
Delval, Eisenschitz, Hambourg, Hilaire, Jansem,
Jouenne, Klimek, Malle, Mentor, Priking,
Tobiasse, Toffoli, Venard, Weisbuch...
Contemporary Masters
Ben, Besnier, Boncompain, Combas, Gisclard,
Jehan, Loulé, Montet, Morganti...
Provencal School Masters
Ambrogiani, Astoin, Baboulène, Chabaud,
Cornu, Courdouan, Garros, Malfroy, Maltèse,
Mange, Nardi, Sardi, Sion...
Lyon School Masters
Cottavoz, Couty, Deval, Fusaro, Lachieze-Rey,
Pecoud, Pim de Chabannes, Truphémus...

Cocteau

Mathieu

Fassianos
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60 PAINTERS AND SCULPTORS EXHIBITED
The Galerie Estades sets a dynamic pace, with a new exhibition every 6 to 7 weeks in each town. The carefully-curated selection of painters and
sculptors are all periodically or permanently on show, either individually, in duos, or collectively. Various partners contribute to the renown of these
many talents through temporary and seasonal shows on their premises.
Ambrogiani

Maltèse

Tobiasse

Astoin

Venard

Loulé

Jehan
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SCULPTURE - DECORATIVE ARTS - MONUMENTAL ART
The Galerie Estades is reputed for the talent and stylistic diversity of its figurative sculptors and master glassmakers. Its sculptures - mainly figurative
animal and human bronzes, all one-off or numbered works - come in all sizes and can reach monumental scales.
The galleries also show decorative pieces, including ceramics, enamels, glasswork and bronze furniture.
Mangaud

Colcombet

Sosno

Personal exhibitions pay tribute to sculptors 6 or 7 times a year.
Sculpture is always present at the four galleries, marrying
harmoniously with the paintings to form delightful duos. The
Galerie Estades also takes part in monumental creative projects
with private individuals, businesses and local authorities. It is
additionally a partner to Emaux de Longwy: a historic French
enamelled earthenware and ceramic firm awarded the Living
Heritage label that has worked hand in hand with the Galerie
Estades for many years.

De Soos

Sculptors
Arman, Boudon, Brizzi, Chésade, Chetboune, Cocteau,
Colcombet, De Soos, Derely, Fauconnet, Faway, GérardBecuwe, Geymann, Herrel, Jacottet, Jacquesson, Jehan,
Mangaud, Mazel & Jalix, Pam, Porras, Ronayette, Sorbac,
Sosno, Vallade-Huet, Victoire d’Harcourt, Volti...
Master Glassmakers
Gonthier, Laty, Lepilleur, Mallemouche, Morin,
Novaro, Zoritchak...

Jacottet

Brizzi

Derely
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A SPECIALIST IN THE WORK OF BERNARD BUFFET (1928 - 1999)
Bernard Buffet is the world's best-known post-war French figurative artist, featured in the world's finest private collections and numerous retrospectives
both in France and overseas. The show dedicated to Buffet at Paris's Musée d’Art Moderne in 2016 was one of year's highlights and an entire museum
has been dedicated to him in Japan since 1973, with a collection of around 2,000 works.

Bernard Buffet: "Painting: we do not talk about it, we do not
analyse it, we feel it."
Michel Estades made the acquaintance of Buffet's historic
dealer, Maurice Garnier, in 2000. The two became loyal friends
and Michel Estades subsequently decided to exhibit the work
of Bernard Buffet, convinced of the artist's exceptional talent,
despite his moderate success at the time versus today's acclaim.
Purchasing a work by Bernard Buffet procures a combination of
pleasure and emotion, combined with the satisfaction of an
excellent investment.
The Galerie Estades is continually scouring the market for the
artist's finest works.
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GALERIE ESTADES
www.estades.com

Buffet

Malle

Fusaro

MANAGEMENT TEAM

PARIS

LYON

TOULON

BADEN-BADEN

Michel ESTADES
Owner & Founder
Acquisitions - Sales - Appraisals
Mobile : + 33 (0)6 11 51 76 94
michel.estades@estades.com

17, Place des Vosges
75004 PARIS - FRANCE
Every day 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
and 2.30-7 p.m.

61, quai Saint Vincent
69001 LYON - FRANCE
Monday 2-7 p.m.
Tuesday to Saturday
10 a.m.-1 p.m. and 2-7 p.m.

18, rue Henri Seillon
83000 TOULON - FRANCE
Tuesday to Saturday
10.30 a.m.-6.30 p.m.

Sophienstraße 11
D-76530 BADEN-BADEN
GERMANY
Monday to Friday 10.30 a.m.-1 p.m.
and 2-6 p.m.
Saturday 10.30 a.m.-4 p.m.

Olivier FICHE
Projects & Partnerships Director
Communication - HR
Mobile : + 33 (0)6 60 70 07 08
olivier.fiche@estades.com

Adeline GERMOND
Sophie THENOT
Phone : +33 (0)1 42 77 50 03
Mobile : +33 (0)6 77 83 01 93
galerie.paris@estades.com

Isabelle NICOLAS
Laure ROUDIL-KATZ
Pablo MOSCOSO MOURE
Phone : +33 (0)4 78 28 65 92
Mobile : +33 (0)6 64 22 36 93
galerie.lyon@estades.com

Sylvie DUHON
Virginie NAPOLETANO
Phone : +33 (0)4 94 89 49 98
Mobile : +33 (0)6 70 35 21 94
galerie.toulon@estades.com

Joachim STEBEL
Silke Germania STEBEL
Christine SCHÉBEN-MEYER
Phone : +49 (0)7221 397 4141
Mobile : +49 (0)174 888 5000
galerie.badenbaden@estades.com

Katia KOLESNIKOFF
Accounting
katia.kolesnikoff@estades.com

Cédric CASTRO
Art Registrar
cedric.castro@estades.com

SUPPORT SERVICES
Corinne COURET
Administration & Logistics Manager
corinne.couret@estades.com
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Brayer

Gisclard

